We present a stability analysis of an interacting two-species Bose-Einstein condensate driven by a quantized field in the semi-classical limit. Transitions from Rabi to Josephson dynamics are identified depending on both the inter-atomic interaction to field-condensate coupling ratio and the ratio between the total excitation number and the condensate size. The quantized field is found to produce asymmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions for both Rabi and Josephson oscillations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a classical bifurcation at the transition from Rabi to Josephson dynamics has been observed experimentally in a rubidium spinor-Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) driven by an electromagnetic field through a twophoton coupling process [1] . A simplified model to access the collective dynamics of a similar full quantum system is that consisting of N q interacting qubits driven by a quantum field through a one-photon process and given by the Hamiltonian,
where the detuning δ is the difference between the BEC ground state hyperfine transition frequency ω and the quantized field frequency ω f , δ = ω − ω f . The orbital angular momentum representation, with the population difference and coherences given byĴ z ,Ĵ x andĴ y , in that order, has been chosen to describe the ensemble of dipoledipole interacting qubits, while the field is described by the creation (annihilation) operator,â (â † ). The fieldensemble coupling and the intra-ensemble coupling are given by the constants λ and η, respectively.
A standing conjecture states that entanglement in nonlinear bipartite systems can be associated with a fixedpoint bifurcation in the classical dynamics [2] , thus providing a link between classical and quantum regimes. Entanglement is a fundamental quantum phenomenon [3] and resource [4] . Interactions are essential to generate quantum correlations; e.g., the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) model, originally proposed in nuclear physics [5] , produces maximal pairwise entanglement of qubits at a quantum phase transition of its ground state and may describe the Josephson effect in a two-mode BEC [6] .
The Hamiltonian in Eq.(1), hereby called LMG-Dicke (LMGD), can be obtained from the Gross-Pitaevskii equation describing a two-species BEC interacting with a quantum field by following a derivation similar to that found in Ref. [7] . Experimental realizations providing an assorted range of tunable parameters for the LMGD model may include a two-hyperfine-structuredefined-modes BEC coupled to a quantum cavity field mode through a one microwave photon process; e.g. trapped hyperfine ground states of a Sodium BEC inside a microwave cavity [8] . Arrays of interacting superconducting qubits coupled to the quantum field mode of a coplanar waveguide resonator may be considered with the limitation that ensemble sizes are small [9] .
The ground state phase transition of the LMGD model has been studied in the thermodynamic limit, N q → ∞, within the rotating wave approximation (RWA) [7] and in the quantum regime, using coherent states for both the field and ensemble, without the RWA [10] . These results show the existence of a finite size first order quantum phase transition and a second order super-radiant phase transition. In the quantum regime, we have shown [11] that maximal shared bipartite concurrence of the ensemble may be obtained for weak coupling, as the LMGD Hamiltonian in the limit λ → 0 becomes the LMG model.
Here, we present a steady state analysis of the equations of motion for the system in the large ensemble size limit to explore its collective dynamics. First, the relation between the quantum and classical field drives are discussed comparing the Rabi and Josephson oscillations that appear in both cases. Then, we find that the symmetry of Josephson dynamics is broken by the quantum field. Finally, an actual pitchfork bifurcation point is found in the regime where the intra-ensemble interaction is larger than the field-ensemble coupling, η ≫ λ; maximal entanglement is found in this regime for the quantum analysis [11] . Our results may provide a deeper understanding about the collective dynamics of interacting qubits and another example in favor of the aforementioned conjecture relating classical and quantum regimes for nonlinear systems.
II. MODEL
Starting from the LMGD Hamiltonian defined in Eq.(1), by considering a large ensemble, N q ≫ 1, it is possible to approximate the expectation values using the thermodynamic limit where the system is considered to be in a separable state composed by a coherent field, | √ ne ıφ , and coherent atomic state, |θ, ϕ ; i.e.,
(N q /2) sin θe ±ıϕ , and N = N ≈ n − (N q /2) cos θ. By defining a fractional population difference, z = cos θ, an excitation ratio parameter, k = 2N/N q , and a total phase variable, Φ = φ + ϕ, the effective Hamiltonian in this mean-field approximation, under the RWA in units of N q λ/2, is given by the expression,
where the dimensionless couplings ratio Λ = η/λ, detunning ∆ = δ/λ, and the shorthand notation for the mean value of an operator O ≡ Ô has been used. The mean field Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) describes a non-rigid non-linear pendulum and is equivalent to the case of a BEC in an asymmetric double well via a phase π-shift and a restriction given by (k − z) = 1/2, cf. Eq. (5) in [12] . Under these restrictions, plus symmetry of the double well, ∆ = 0, the model describes a BoseJosephson junction supporting coherent oscillations, i.e., Rabi dynamics for macroscopic self-trapping modes and Josephson dynamics below and above a critical tunneling strength given by Λ c = 1 [12] . Due to the phase shift with respect to the Bose-Josephson junction, the so-called plasma and π oscillations [13] , already observed experimentally for bosonic BECs [1, 14] , will exchange places in the studied system; i.e. plasma and π oscillations will be located at Φ = π and Φ = 0, in that order.
Notice that under resonant quantum driving, δ = ω − ω f = 0 leading to ∆ = 0, all deviations from the symmetric classical driven system are due to the quantized field; the term (k − z) 1/2 in Eq.(2) depends on the parameter k, i.e. the ratio between the conserved total number of field and atomic excitations in the system and the size of the condensate.
III. FIXED POINTS
The fixed points of the model, Eq.(2), are found from the mean-field version of the quantum equations of motion, up to a N q /2 scale factor,
The fixed points coincide with the critical points asż ≡ ∂H/∂Φ andΦ ≡ ∂H/∂z. Stationary states are found for the phase variable values Φ = 0, π and the excitation parameter value
Notice that, in order to obtain a real excitation ratio, k, the allowed fractional population difference is bounded to the range z ∈ [−1,
, that is z = 1, leads to k = 1, i.e. N = N q /2 which means there should be no excitations on the field, n = 0, without restriction on the couplings ratio Λ. In a similar way for J z = −N q /2: z = −1, k = −1, N = −N q /2, n = 0. Notice that z ± = 0 requires Λ or k → ∞. Figure 1 
k = 0.5 and k = 10, i.e. the total excitations number is smaller than the number of qubits and vice-versa, in that order. Figure 2 shows the plane defined by the resonant case, ∆ = 0, from Fig. 1 . The different alphabetical markers in Fig. 2 
IV. RESONANT QUANTUM DRIVING
EXAMPLES, ∆ = 0. Figure 3 shows an example where Rabi dynamics dominate, i.e. Λ < 1. The coupling ratio Λ = 0 is chosen to explore the behaviour of the system when the inter-qubit coupling is negligible. The addition of the quantized field breaks the symmetry in the trajectories of the equivalent classical field driven case [15] . Rabi oscillations localize around the fixed point A in the Southern Hemisphere of the Bloch sphere defined by (Φ(t), z(t)); a sample of trajectories with initial conditions on Φ(t = 0) = 0, are shown in Fig. 3(b) where two particular initial conditions, z = −0.5 and z = −0.9, are highlighted; a few of the trajectories show an unbounded phase. For a larger excitation ratio, fixed point B in Fig. 3(a) , Rabi oscillations for symmetric initial conditions are still asymmetric as shown by the highlighted trajectories in dashed and solid lines portrayed in Fig.3(b) ; it is only in the limit of large excitation ratio, k → ∞, that symmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions are recovered. Notice that unbounded phase modes disappear. Figures 3(de) show the mean value of the mean-field Hamiltonian, Eq.(2), where it is possible to see that z F0 = z Fπ for both cases of excitation ratios.
On resonance, ∆ = 0, for any given value of the coupling ratio, Λ, the allowed fractional population difference is in the range z ∈ [−1, 0) ∪ [4/Λ 2 , 1]; i.e. all of the stationary states are self-trapped states, z = 0, unless Λ → ∞. For the minimum self-trapped positive fractional population difference, z + = 4/Λ 2 , the excitation ratio is given by k(z + ) = (16 + Λ 4 )/8Λ 2 . Furthermore, setting ∂k/∂z = 0 delivers the cubic, with one real root,
that yields the set of critical parameters {k c± (Λ, z c ), z c } delimiting the Josephson dynamics region where there are localized oscillations around two fixed points with positive and negative fractional populations. Figure 4 (a) shows a graph of the fractional population difference, z, as a function of the excitation parameter, k, for an on-resonance coupling ratio Λ = 6, where the critical parameters {k c , z c } are shown. For a low excitation parameter, k = 0.1, coherent oscillations localize in the Southern hemisphere around the fixed point C, Fig.4(a) ; most of these Rabi oscillations are unbounded in phase, Fig.4(b) . Plasma oscillations localize around the fixed point G, which is the minimum of the mean energy, Eq. (2), Fig.4(d) . For a larger excitation parame- ter, k = 10, an extra branch of fixed points appears and Josephson dynamics showing two self-trapped oscillation modes around fixed points D and F occur, Fig. 4(a) . A sampler of the trajectories for initial conditions along Φ(t = 0) = 0, Fig.4(c) , shows that the fixed point E is the separatrix of the two sets of self-trapped oscillations. Figure 4(d) shows the mean energy for the system and how the fixed points correspond to local maxima, D and F, minima, H, and saddle, E, points. The localization of the self-trapped modes is asymmetric; symmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions can be recovered only in the limit Λ → ∞.
Figure (5) shows that for large coupling ratios, Λ ≫ 1, i.e. η ≫ λ, it is possible to locate a pitchfork bifurcation point, k c+ ≈ Λ 2 /2. This condition, η ≫ λ, relates to the phase space region where maximal shared bipartite concurrence in the qubit ensemble may be obtained in the quantum treatment of this model [11] . The difference comes from the large excitation parameter ratio arising in this semi-classical analysis, k c+ ≫ 1, i.e. N q ≪ n as z c ≈ 3/Λ 2 ≪ 1.
V. DISCUSSION
In the given examples, we have shown how the ratio between the total number of excitations of the system and the condensate size, k = 2N/N q , limit the region of phase space accessible to both Rabi and Josephson oscillations. Only in the limit when the total number of field and atomic excitations in the system is infinitely larger than the size of the condensate, N ≫ N q /2 leading to k → ∞, the whole phase space is available for the oscillations. As the value of k diminishes, i.e. the number of field and atomic excitations become less, the available region of phase space reduces, leading to more trajectories unbounded in phase for Rabi oscillations.
The excitation ratio parameter, k, may be highly tunable as it relates to the population of the atomic species and the number of photons in the quantized driving field, all of them highly controllable in contemporaneous experimental realizations.
More interesting is the asymmetric bifurcation of the nonlinear dynamics, with the displacement of the separatrix from the typical value of z = 0, for values close and above the critical coupling ratio Λ c = 1. A symmetric pitchfork bifurcation is recovered for an infinitely large coupling ratio, Λ = η/λ → ∞; i.e., the LMGD Hamiltonian, Eq.(1), becomes simply a LMG model, λ → 0. Hence the breaking of this particular nonlinear symmetry comes as a result of the quantized field driving. The behavior of the asymmetric bifurcation may be proved by varying the inter-atomic interaction, η, with respect to the atomic-field coupling, λ, with the condition that η > λ and the extra restrictions provided above to see Josephson dynamics.
Notice that both the inter-atomic interaction and the atomic-field coupling are highly tunable parameters in current experimental realizations. Furthermore, in this particular scheme the weak coupling between a hyperfine transition and a quantized microwave field within the RWA is desirable to explore large values of Λ.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented a stability analysis of the classical dynamics of a large ensemble of interacting qubits driven by a quantized field. There exists a transition from Rabi to Josephson oscillations as in the classical field driven system. The quantized field produces localized asymmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions while the classical field produces symmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions. For low coupling ratios, depending on the excitation ratio, Rabi oscillations localize in the Southern Hemisphere of the corresponding Bloch sphere for low excitation ratios, and smoothly transit to cover both Hemispheres for large excitation ratios; completely identical coherent oscillations for symmetric initial conditions are only recovered for infinitely large excitation ratios. For large coupling ratios, there exists a critical excitation ratio that defines two different sets of dynamics; below this critical excitation ratio, localized coherent oscillations, most of them showing an unbounded phase, appear in the Southern hemisphere of the Bloch sphere; above the critical excitation ratio, two localized, or self-trapped, oscillation modes characteristic of Josephson dynamics appear with asymmetric dynamics for symmetric initial conditions and a separatrix with a non-null fractional population difference. A pitchfork bifurcation, somehow similar to the classical field driven case, is found for large coupling and excitation ratios, in these cases the separatrix corresponds to ensemble states with negligible fractional population which are closer to their classical field driven equivalent.
